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In terms of appearance, what is the importance of locks and handles when trying to make your
house look attractive?

Many people put a lot of thought into the appearance of their houses when they do work on them.
They will spend hours agonising on whether to get a conservatory, or a new kitchen or a bathroom.
They have to have the best sofa that they can afford or the dining table of their dreams. But where
many people fall over, is on the detail. Most experienced property developers will tell you that the
devil is in the detail. When looking around properties as prospective buyers, people really do notice
if door locks and handles are of poor quality. If plug sockets are white plastic rather than brushed
steel. These seemingly inconsequential details are very important to a lot of people, whether you
are trying to attract a buyer, or just making your house look beautiful for yourselves.

What different types of locks and handles can you buy on the market today?

The choice of locks and handles on the market today has never been greater. There is such a wide
variety of styles and finishes; you really will find it hard to know where to begin. It is probably a good
idea to go through some magazines and get an idea of the type of style that you want, whether it is
more modern or traditional. You also need to get an idea of budget, it may not seem a problem with
price buying locks handles when they are probably under Â£30 per unit, but if you have 8 doors in
the house it is something to think about.

Where is a good place to buy locks and handles?

There are lots of good places that you can buy locks and handles within the United Kingdom,
however, one shop that is worth a special mention is called Architectural Components Limited. They
are the oldest locks and handles shop in London, which is some claim. They clearly have an
excellent reputation having been established sine 1965. You can visit their fantastic website for
locks and handles at www.doorhandles.co.uk.
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